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Abstract

Converting solar energyto fuels such as hydrogen by the reaction of water
splitting is a promising solution for the future sustainable energy systems.
The theme of this thesis is to design water splitting devices via molecular
engineering; it concerns the studies of both electrochemical-driven and photo-
electrochemical driven molecular functional devices for water splitting.

The first chapter presents a general introduction about Solar Fuel
Conversion. It concerns molecular water splitting catalysts, light harvesting
materials and fabrication methods of water splitting devices.

The second chapter describes an electrode by immobilizing a molecular
water oxidation catalyston carbon nanotubes through the hydrophobic
interaction. This fabrication method is corresponding to the question: “How to
employ catalysts in functional devices without affecting their performances?”

In the third chapter, molecular water oxidation catalysts were successfully
immobilized on glassy carbon electrode surface via electrochemical
polymerization method. The O-O bond formation pathways of catalysts
on electrode surfaces were studied. This kinetic studyis corresponding to
the question: “How to get kinetic information of RDS whena catalyst is
immobilized on the electrode surface?”

Chapter four explores molecular water oxidation catalysts immobilized on
dye-sensitized TiO2 electrodeand Fe2O3 semiconductor electrode via different
fabrication methods. The reasons of photocurrent decay are discussed and
two potential solutions are provided. These studies are corresponding to the
question: “How to improvethe stability of photo-electrodes?”

Finally, in the last chapter, two novel Pt-free Z-schemed molecular photo-
electrochemical cells with both photoactive cathode and photoactive anode for
visible light driven water splitting driven were demonstrated. These studies
are corresponding to the question: “How to utilizethe concept of Z-schemein
photosynthesis to fabricate Pt-free molecular based PEC cells?
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